Ion exclusion chromatography: parameters influencing retention.
Ion Exclusion Chromatography (IEC) finds application in the separation of a wide range of small, neutral or partially ionized molecules. In IEC, the strong as well as weak electrolytes are eluted unseparated, the first at the beginning and the latter at the end of the elution. The retention volumes of the remaining electrolytes are found to be proportional to their dissociation constant values. The dead and inner volumes of the chromatographic column can be determined from the observed dependence of retention volumes on dissociation constant values. The retention mechanism is described by the analytical equations and by the results obtained from the computer simulation of the column performance (using global thermodynamic and chromatographic equations or the Craig method). The mixed retention mechanism involving hydrophobic adsorption and screening effect is observed for weak electrolytes and aromatic compounds. Aromatic compounds are found to be retained almost solely by a reverse-phase mechanism involving interaction of the solute with the unfunctionalized regions of the stationary phase. The purpose of this paper is to survey the field. Using theoretical and experimental approaches, I show how different parameters can influence ion-exclusion solute retention. Although this retention is affected by the physicochemical parameters of the sorbent, stationary and mobile phases especially, this study primarily deals with the structural solute parameters, stationary phase form and column temperature, that have had little or no discussion in literature.